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Thor905 form-A-guard 
THOR905 form-A-guard offers an ideal protective 
solution for protecting your delicate surfaces.

Suitable for protecting solid floors including polished 
timber, parquetry, tiles, kitchen and bathroom sinks, 
vanity basins, bath tubs and shower bases.

Stock Sizes Available:   
1500mm x 50mts
750mm x 40mts

Apply THOR Membrane around the edges to prevent adhesive transfer on to 
your protected surface.
Also recommended is the THOR Joining Tape and dispenser. A printed tape 
specifically designed for strong joining of the THOR905 form-A-guard and 
related products.
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Perfect Protection Starts Here:

THOR          form-A-guard is an Australian made product exclusively designed for the 
building and construction industry where protecting finished surfaces and 
eliminating defects is essential.

This quick and easy application ensures THOR form-A-guard remains a 
market leader in its category.

*It is advised that periodic checks should be conducted on the THOR Membrane Tape
after one month of application to ensure clean removal.

1. Ensure that the surface is clean and free of dust or residue before applying 
    the THOR Membrane Tape to the entrance and exit of the protected area 
    followed by the perimeter of the area.

3. Using the THOR Joining Tape, secure the THOR form-A-guard on to the 
    THOR Membrane Tape ensuring the THOR Joining Tape does not make 
    contact with the protected surface. To secure each run of the form-A-guard 
    together apply the THOR Joining Tape along the join as required.

2. Roll out the THOR form-A-guard to cover the desired area.

THOR905 Form-A-Guard

LIMITED WARRANTY
The sole obligation of the manufacturer, distributor or seller of this product shall 
be to replace.  If notified of defect within six(6) months of the date of purchase, 

such quality of the product as is proved defective, and shall not be liable for injury, 
loss, or damage, either direct or consequential, arising out of or the inability to use 

the product. Prior to use, purchaser and/or user assumes the risk and liability 
whatever in connection therewith. This limited warranty offered in connection with 
the manufacture and sale of the product is exclusive and in lieu of any other war-
ranties, express, implied, or statutory, including without limitation and direct or 

implied warranty of fitness for a particular use.

Protecting from scratches and scuff marks for timber floors, tiled floors, vinyl, 
polished concrete (Sealed Surfaces), bench tops, bath tubs and shower bases. 
THOR form-A-guard can be applied in the following 3 easy steps:


